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Here we are in 2020 kicking off our fifth year in our wonderful
building. I never cease to be deeply impressed and humbled
by all those who made our new Centre a reality. I love hearing stories
of the adventures of the delightful Red Wheelies, stories about our
founding Members, The Butterflies, and from across our growing
community. It is important to remember our roots and I thank all of those
that share their stories.

01227 470876 | kentmstc.org | info@kentmstc.org

Our founding principle remains the same today as it ever did – we exist
to help and support anyone living with MS. Therapies can, and should, be
enjoyed by all regardless of contribution level. The schedule of suggested
voluntary contributions for MS Members is the maximum we would ever
expect from an MS Member. We are thankful for any and all
contributions towards therapies. We
would not want any MS member to feel
that they cannot attend for therapies
due to financial hardship. If an MS
member cannot afford to make any
financial contribution whatsoever
then KMSTC accepts that – this
is your Centre to be used to your
best advantage.
Continued on page 2

Continued from page 1

With huge thanks to our fantastic Fundraising
Team, Volunteers and Supporters we raised
a record amount in 2019. Thanks to the
sterling efforts and generosity of so many
people we ended the year with a surplus
which strengthens our reserves and our
overall financial position. With many charities
struggling financially at the moment it makes
me so appreciative of everything that everyone
does for us and the regard in which we are
held by funders.
We have welcomed 60 new MS Members
this year and look forward to their regular visits
to the Centre. The Centre has also welcomed
new volunteers across all areas of the
charity. Again, we are all so thankful for their
tremendous dedication and commitment.

Sharon even completed a Half
Marathon on one of the hottest days of
the year to raise funds for the Centre –
quite a gauntlet to throw down for the
incoming Chair... no pressure, Gavin!
Sharon Wilding

New Chair of Trustees
It’s been nearly six years since Sharon
Wilding joined the Board of Trustees at
KMSTC, originally becoming involved to
help plan the move into the beautiful new
Centre building.

Here’s to an even more successful 2020.

After much hard work and deep commitment
to our lovely charity Sharon feels it’s time for
her to move on. In May Sharon will step down
as a Trustee and, as part of the transition, she
handed over the role of Chair of Trustees to
Gavin Davis in January this year.

Keziah Cunningham,
CEO

Gavin’s day job is as Head of Group Property
and Facilities Management at Saga and he has
been a Trustee for a year. He will be a familiar
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face to many Centre users as he has helped
enormously with getting to grips with all the
details that managing a new building as it ages
entails. He is also husband to Maria, a Member,
Staff and volunteer.
During Sharon’s time as Trustee we have
been on a steep learning curve as the charity
adjusted to the bigger responsibility the new
Centre brought – with growing Member
numbers as well as lots more services. Many
of you will remember the days in the old Centre
and will be aware of how much it has changed,
with an updated brand and much improved
website. We have come a long way!
We are tremendously grateful for Sharon’s
input, dedication and professionalism over the
last six years. The Centre is in a in a stronger
position both financially and organisationally
than it would otherwise have been and we will
continue to build on these foundations to make
sure that the future of KMSTC is bright.

Gavin Davis

I am absolutely honoured to have been asked to be the new Chair of Trustees for our centre. I take on
the task knowing that the outgoing Chair, Sharon Wilding, has left the charity in excellent shape. We
have a very strong board who look after the charity and all board members have the best interests
of the members in mind in the work we do. The board brings to the charity a wide range of skills that
complement those within the operational team that Keziah leads. I am acutely aware that the support
that the centre provides to the membership is hugely beneficial and it is the board’s objective to protect
this into the long term. I look forward enormously to meeting volunteers, therapists, members and staff
in the coming months to share ideas and help grow the incredible community that we have built up.

New faces on Reception:
A warm welcome to Alice and Louise

Alice Young

Louise O’Boyle

Alice Young joined us at the beginning of the year from Canterbury
City Council, where she worked most recently as Visitor Experience
Manager at The Beaney, focusing on providing excellent customer
service for museum users and first-class service for tourists at the Visitor
Information Centre. Her interest in community inclusion and the benefits
of arts and culture to the health and wellbeing of users fits well with the
ethos of KMSTC so it’s no surprise that she’s already settled into the
team so well.
Louise O’Boyle joined the Reception team in mid-February. Many of you
know Louise from her role as Oxygen Therapy Operator in the evenings
at the Centre, so it will be lovely to have a familiar face to welcome
you into the Centre. A big thank you to Ann-Marie, Nicola and all of the
wonderful volunteers that have kept the Reception running smoothly
whilst we have had a vacancy.

Watercolours for Beginners
These sessions with Member and Trustee
Caroline Macdonald Bryant are very popular.
Attendance is free and all materials are
provided free of charge.
Our next classes are Wednesday 18 March
and Wednesday 25 April, 1.30-3.30pm.
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EKHUFT MS Service update from our local team

East Kent Hospitals University
NHS Foundation Trust

The service is now fully staffed with three Ashford, Folkestone and the Romney Marsh;
Carole is covering Dover, Deal and Thanet.
Nurses, one Physiotherapist and one
Occupational Therapist one day per week. The team have recently welcomed Belle, an
The area has been split between the nursing
staff: Beth is covering Canterbury, Faversham,
Whitstable and Herne Bay; Clare is covering

SATIVEX

The National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) guidelines for treatment
of spasticity are as follows:
In people with MS, healthcare professionals
must assess and offer treatment for
factors that may aggravate spasticity such
as constipation, urinary tract or other
infections, inappropriately fitted mobility
aids, pressure ulcers, posture and pain.
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Occupational Therapist, who is working one day
Recently the service has been given the
per week, her role will be supporting people with
prescribing rights to deliver Ocrelizumab
managing the often-unseen problem of fatigue.
for people with Primary Progressive MS.

Further information is available on the Department for Transport
website, which includes information on statutory medical
defence and the need to inform the DVLA of their medicines.

We are not currently able to prescribe
Sativex® in East Kent, we are awaiting
a decision from the local CCG’s
regarding funding routes. It is licensed
for use in spasticity only.

We are currently recruiting people with MS for
the following National research studies; MS
Register, MS Biomarkers and the MS Stat2
trial for people with Secondary Progressive MS.
There are specific criteria for each study but if
anyone is interested they can contact the MS
service directly.

Ensure that the person with MS:
• has tried previous anti-spasmodic
medications at an optimal dose, or the
maximum dose they can tolerate
The Anti spasmodic drugs are;
• Tizanidine
• Baclofen
• Dantrolene
• Gabapentin
If spasticity cannot be managed with any of
the above pharmacological treatments, refer
the person to specialist spasticity services.
Cannabis-based products for medicinal use
may impair a person’s ability to drive safely,
and patients should be advised of the risks.

The eligibility criteria are;
• an expanded disability status scale (EDSS)
score from 3.0 to 6.5 points
• a time since onset of symptoms of:
– less than 15 years if the EDSS score
was more than 5.0 or
– less than 10 years if the EDSS score
was 5.0 or less.
The clinical experts explained that diagnosing
primary progressive multiple sclerosis is
difficult because of the gradual, progressive
nature of the condition, and the non-specific
symptoms. To meet the criteria there must
also be new or enlarging lesions between
two separate MRI scans.
More information can be found at https://
www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta585/
chapter/3-Committee-discussion

Vela Tango Seating Clinic
at KMSTC 11 March
Seating clinic for new working/around the
home chair with brake and electric lift.

Tim Hunter and Paul Jaggard are proud to be representing
Vela chairs, and will be on hand at the Kent MS Centre on
11 March, 11am. They will be showcasing their impressive
range of chairs with a brake and electric lift function.
Vela have been working closely with MS groups in the UK for
the last few years, and have developed a range of seating
that is designed to help people stay active in the workplace
or at home.
Please click on the video link for more info
https://youtu.be/njXjTTiyPYU

The features include:
• Simple electric height controls that allow the user to
effortlessly and safely lift the chair into a standing position
for easy entry/exit from the chair
• The base of the Tango 510 chair can be locked safely into
place via the onboard braking system, meaning that the chair
will not move in any direction until you unlock the brake.
• Independent back rest and seat tilt allow the user to achieve
an upright balanced posture.
Paul and Tim have over 30 years’ specialist seating experience
between them and are happy to answer any questions you may
have relating to sitting down/trying to get comfortable and how
their chairs may help with MS.
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KMSTC
Members
Facebook
Group
We are aware of the vast amount of
knowledge and information our members
have about everything from mobility aids
to benefits and accessible travel or their
experience of various treatments.
You name it and at least one member will
know all about it. In order to harness all
this information we are looking at setting
up a closed Facebook group specifically
for members of the Centre. In order to
keep it separate from our KMSTC Facebook
page which is open to all, why not put your
creative hat on and help us to come up
with a catchy name!
We look forward to hearing your
suggestions – please send them to
MS Support Manager
Karen Middlemiss
kmiddlemiss@kentmstc.org
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KMSTC Member Survey
We are delighted to report that we have
had a great response to our Member
Survey which was sent out to members
in December/January.
Thank you to all of those who took the time
to take part. KMSTC conducts a survey every
two years which helps shape the services we
provide. We rely on feedback from members
to ensure we are providing services that meet
members’ needs. Once the survey results have
been collated we will be in a position to report
on how we will be addressing any issues and
taking forward any useful comments
and suggestions.

Public Health England
Prevalence Study
In a report published at the beginning of
February, The MS Society has found that
around 130,000 people are living with MS in
the UK. This is approximately 20% more than
previously thought.
The reasons for this increase are complex,
but improved awareness and higher rates of
diagnosis are certainly key factors according
to the researchers.
To read more about the report, visit the
MS Society Website here
http://bit.ly/2vv5uw8

t Up

Carers’ Mee

Last November we conducted a review of our
physiotherapy department. The physiotherapy
service includes Gym Sessions, Pilates,
Physiotherapy and Hydrotherapy.
The purpose of the review was to increase
the number of sessions available to members
to meet the demand. We are delighted to
report that we have created extra gym and
hydrotherapy sessions on a Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday. We have also introduced Aqua
Pilates classes; these sessions with neuro
physiotherapist Clare Triggs and Physiotherapy
Assistant Lucy Cumberland are proving to be
very popular. Currently, those sessions are for
members who can get in and out of the pool

using the steps. If you would like to take part
please let Reception know and they will book
you in for your first induction.
We have also changed the way in which our
physiotherapists conduct assessments. Rather
than members having separate assessments
for the various physiotherapy services we have
combined the assessments into one session,
this is now known as a Full Physiotherapy
Assessment which will cover all aspects of
exercise at KMSTC. During the assessment the
neuro physiotherapist will be able to advise
on the most appropriate form of exercise
to suit the individual member and refer you
accordingly to that service.
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First Aid for Carers
A free first aid course for carers of people with
MS will be taking place on Friday 17 April from
10.00am-1.30pm. The course will cover CPR,
choking, dealing with wounds, the use of the
defibrillator, epilepsy etc. Places must be prebooked by calling Reception on 01227 470 876.
Do you struggle with poor memory, recalling
information and planning tasks?
If this sounds like you then please join us at
our Cognition in MS information session with
Senior Clinical Psychologists Dr Elizabeth Kent
and Dr Rob Solway from the Kent Clinical
Neuropsychology Service, date to be advised.
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A recent customer, Sam from Faversham, was
very pleased with the help she received from
Mary, “We recently moved and Mary, tirelessly,
with energy and good humour, helped us pack,
clean, transport and unload all of our worldly
goods for the new house. I’m not sure how we
would have done it without her.”

There are times when all of us could do
with an extra pair of hands, particularly so
when you’re living with MS, so we were
delighted to hear about a service offered
by Kent-based Mary Devroey, because it’s
true, there are times when everyone needs
a Mary!
Mary describes herself as a Girl Friday who
will take on everything from decluttering and
sorting out your home to organising a party,
booking a plumber or even accompanying you
on a trip to the café. Born out of a desire to
help and support others, Mary gets a kick out
of offering support, friendship and assistance
to people who may otherwise find things
becoming too much.

May says “For people living with MS, there are
simply some things that can become hard to
achieve, particularly when coupled with brainfog or after a relapse that can leave you feeling
drained for weeks or months. I hope to be able
to offer members of KMSTC help with the whole
range of activities of daily living – from cleaning
and organisation to booking a gardener –
and always with a warm smile.”

Interested?
Mary is very happy to meet with you for
an hour’s free consultation, so why not
take a look at her website or give her a
call to find out more?
 07825 442245
 mary@everyoneneedsamary.com
 www.everyoneneedsamary.com

Will You Help Us
Spread the Word?
At KMSTC we are always looking at
opportunities to spread the word about
the work we do and the difference the
Centre can make to the quality of life
of our members.
Each of our members is an ambassador of the
Centre and the very people who know all too
well how beneficial becoming a member of
our amazing Centre can be!
‘It’s good to talk’ and we would like to
challenge our members to tell somebody about
KMSTC every day for a week and ask each of
those people to tell at least one other person!
You can tell people face to face or on social media!
This challenge will start on Monday 27 April
This is how it could look if members got
on board:
– 500 members – tell 7 people = 3,500 more
people aware of KMSTC!
– 3,500 people tell one other person = a total
of 7,000 more people aware of KMSTC!

Let’s see what we can do!
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Awards
Two Year 10 girls aged 14 and 15 from the
Folkestone School for Girls have developed
an idea to improve the shopping experience
for shorter people and wheelchair users as
part of the TeenTech Awards.
We have been asked by the school if KMSTC can get
a group of up to twelve people to join a Focus Group
to get feedback on their innovative idea. Five members
have already agreed to attend, so please consider
joining them in support of this very exciting project.

Are you due to have your
benefits reviewed?
Benefits and Work can give some helpful advice
At a time when most politicians seem proud to treat sick
and disabled claimants with harshness and suspicion,
independent and accurate information about how to claim
and keep your benefits is vitally important.
Benefits and Work, was launched in 2002 (and became a Limited
Company in October 2006) by advice worker turned barrister
Holiday Whitehead and benefits writer and trainer, Steve Donnison,
to provide just such information.

If you are a wheelchair user and have use of your
arms and hands please do consider joining the group.
You will only need to give this a maximum of 1 to
1.5 hours of your time as a one off.

It is unique amongst benefits information providers in that it asks
for no funding or support from the government, local authorities,
grant making trusts or large companies. Every penny of Benefits
and Work’s revenue comes from its subscribing members.

The group will meet at the Centre on Tuesday 17
March at 1.30pm where the idea will be shared with
the group and the concept discussed. Each participant
will need to sign a declaration stating that any
information shared with them will
remain confidential.

This complete independence means that Benefits and Work is free
to publish information that makes it deeply unpopular with the
Department for Work and Pensions, multinationals with an interest
in benefits – such as Atos Healthcare, Unum Provident and Capita –
and even other advice providers.

Please contact MS Support Manager Karen Middlemiss if you
would be willing to support this project on 01227 470 876 or
by email kmiddlemiss@kentmstc.org

Please click on the link to subscribe
https://www.benefitsandwork.co.uk/join-us or visit the
Benefits and Work website at www.benefitsandwork.co.uk
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CiLK is a registered charity and a user led
organisation meaning that we are run and
managed by disabled people for disabled people.

We have been established in Kent
since 2002 and cover the whole of
Kent including Medway. CiLK provides
information, support and advice to
people with any impairment although
our expertise is currently with
physical impairments.
CiLK currently offers the following services:
Information, advice and guidance on aspects
around independent living
• Advocacy
• Benefits support

• Peer support
• Outreach

The kind of information we give includes how
to get a wheelchair, how to apply for a blue
badge, where to go to for daily living support
including Direct Payments, the different
benefits available, accessible transport
and much more besides.
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CiLK is a delivery partner for Kent Advocacy
providing community advocacy for people with
a physical impairment. The role of an advocate
is to make sure the voice and opinion of the
client is heard. Issues can be wide ranging
but may involve: problems with housing/
adaptations, social services and health.
Community Advocacy is particularly valuable
when clients don’t meet the criteria for a
Care Act advocate.

CiLK provides support around the benefits
process which includes signposting to
organisations and websites that can help with
filling in benefit forms and helping prepare and
attending benefit assessments and tribunals.
Staff at CiLK are not legally trained so cannot
represent people however we can help
individuals to prepare and provide moral and
peer support.

CiLK staff visit various venues and visit existing
groups throughout Kent and Medway giving
To access this service referrals need to be
out information direct to people. We call this
made directly to Kent Advocacy, please visit
Outreach. Please visit our website for a list of
their website at: www.kentadvocacy.org.uk or
the latest venues. We shall be visiting KMSTC
ring them on: 0300 34 35 714.
again on Wednesday 8 April from 10am-2pm.
Individuals can contact us directly via our website, Facebook, telephone, letter or email.
Our contact details are below. People can also be referred via professionals, with the
individuals’ permission.
 01233 633187 |  enquiries@cilk.org.uk |  www.cilk.org.uk
 Centre for Independent Living Kent |  @cilkent
CiLK, The 123 Centre, 123 County Square, Elwick Road, Ashford, Kent TN23 1AE

Photo by Yomex Owo on Unsplash

Accessible
Holidays

at the Centre that can be completed and sent
back to the MS Society requesting a Tissue
Bank information pack or you can use the
details below to request a pack:

Have you had a great
accessible holiday
experience?
If so, please let us know about it so that we
can share the details with others looking for
a similar holiday. KMSTC has a holiday folder
which is kept in the social area, this contains
leaflets, brochures and details of accessible
and other holidays. We also have a resources
page on our website www.kentmstc.org
which gives a list of some accessible holidays.
If you have a brochure that may interest others,
please add it to the folder or share the link with
us so that we can add it to our resources page.
If you have a disability and intend to fly, the
link below has some very helpful information.
This link is also on our resources page. We’re
also delighted to remind members that Travel
Counsellor Tracy Blackman featured in our
Autumn newsletter attends the Centre on a
monthly basis and can support members with
bespoke, accessible holidays. Tracey’s next visit
to KMSTC is on Saturday 21 March from 10am12.30pm. Tracey can be contacted on tracey.
blackman@travelcounsellors.com
 www.parking4less.com/flying-with-a-disability/

 020 7594 9734
 msbank@imperial.ac.uk
 imperial.ac.uk/brain-bank
Watch a short film about the Tissue Bank here
http://bit.ly/2Sqq6hY

MS Society
Tissue Bank
The MS Society Tissue Bank, based at
Imperial College London, collects precious
tissue from people with and without
multiple sclerosis who have decided to
leave their brains to MS research.
The tissue is supplied to researchers studying
MS all over the world. This research could lead
to treatments or a cure for everyone affected
by MS.
The Tissue Bank needs your help in reaching
potential donors to keep this resource available
for research in the future. We have some cards
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Cupid’s arrow is well and
truly in flight at KMSTC!
Janet Bushell and Peter Walker are
well known faces at KMSTC. They have
been volunteering since the days of the
old Centre and continue to support us in
a variety of ways.
Janet used to be a volunteer on Reception and
made jewellery for sale in the Centre Shop
while Peter is usually found crouched over the
controls of the oxygen chamber, but did you
know that they also found love at the Centre?

Janet and Peter
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“It was so sweet,” smiles Janet, “we got to
know one another over about the course of a
year, but Peter couldn’t pluck up the courage
to ask me, so he got a friend to sound me out

first and then, once he knew I was interested,
he finally asked me out!”
Janet and Peter have been together for some
years now and, to everyone’s delight, they got
engaged three years ago.
“Peter became an ‘instant grandad’ to my son’s
children and has just slotted into the family
beautifully,” says Janet, “when he and my son
are together I feel like I’m the odd one out,
they hit it off instantly.”
And their plans for Valentine’s Day? Janet was
hoping that Peter would be taking her out for a
romantic meal at one of their favourite places,
The Grand in Folkestone. Let’s hope Peter made
that reservation!

Love is like Oxygen
(With apologies to 1970s Glam-rockers, Sweet)

Steve’s been attending KMSTC since 2010
and Shelley has been attending with her
daughter, Sophia who has cerebral palsy,
since around 2015. Steve and Sophia
both have HDOT.

“We’d never crossed paths before at the Centre,
which was strange. Sophia was having oxygen
and I sat and waited for her and I saw Steve
was looking really sad. I’d baked some cakes to
take to my friends after the Oxygen Therapy
session, so I offered him one
and we started chatting.”
“Steve’s not my usual type, but I thought he
had nice legs,” smiles Shelley, “Steve says he
thought I was kind and caring and somehow or
other we asked one another out.”

How was Valentine’s Day?
“Steve’s definitely the more romantic of the
two of us. The night before Steve told me to not
come downstairs. I went to bed and could hear
his stairlift stopping then starting, then stopping
then starting – it went on for ages! When I
woke in the morning, I found a trail of chocolate
hearts all the way up the stairs and into the
kitchen where he’d left flowers and gifts. I was
at work during the day, so we went out at the
weekend to our favourite place to eat.”

Their first date, a cosy night in watching a film
and sharing a Chocolate Orange sealed the deal
and Shelley and Steve have been seeing one
another for nearly two and a half years.

Steve and Shelley
We would like to wish our wonderful therapist Laura Williams
and her family many congratulations on the birth of baby Rocco
who arrived on Valentine’s Day weighing 7lb 3oz. Mummy and
baby are doing well. Rocco joins older brothers Benoit and
Theodore and of course Laura’s menagerie of beloved pets!
Rocco is pictured here with his eldest brother Benoit.

Baby
Rocco
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Steve has a good sense of humour,
I cook crumble
How was your Valentine’s day?
“I’m very lucky as Steve tells me he loves me
every day and buys flowers regularly, he’s
“It was my first time at the Centre and Steve
definitely the romantic in our partnership.
invited me to join the group of people he was
Unfortunately, Steve’s going through a relapse
sitting with.” says Denise, “He asked me if I
at the moment, so we have had to put
could cook rhubarb crumble, I said yes” and he Valentine’s day on hold for now, so I went to the
said “you’ll do!”
gym and had coffee with my friend while Steve
had a sleep with the cat,” explains Denise,
Steve was clearly out to impress as, for their
first date, he picked Denise up in his convertible “we’ll do something together when Steve feels
more up to it.”
and whisked her off for a day out in Rye,
followed by a lovely lunch in Appledore. “I was
worried about messing up my hair,” chuckles
Denise, “we don’t agree on who asked whom
out either. I’m sure it was Steve, but he will tell
you I took the initiative.”

It wasn’t exactly love at first sight for
members Denise Bottle and Steve Taylor.

Steve and Denise
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He manages the leading centre for multiple
sclerosis treatments and multiple sclerosis
clinical trials in the UK. Dr Malik has a wide
range of interests in General Neurology as
well as his specialist interest in Inflammatory
Disorders of the Peripheral and Central
Nervous System.

Recent Therapies in MS
with Consultant Neurologist,
Dr Omar Malik

He was appointed Consultant Neurologist
at Hillingdon and Charing Cross Hospitals in
2001 where he shares Clinical Neurological
practice with ongoing academic interests in
Clinical Neurosciences.

We are delighted to announce that
Dr Omar Malik will be visiting KMSTC
to present on Latest Therapies in MS on
Friday 22 May at 12 noon.

He teaches regularly in his capacity as Honorary
Senior Lecturer at Imperial College School of
Medicine and is Clinical Director of The UK
Multiple Sclerosis Brain Bank. He has taken on
a Clinical Research Fellow, thus allowing him to
maintain his scientific and clinical interests in
demyelinating diseases.

The presentation will last for 45 minutes and
there will be time at the end for Q & A. We’re
very grateful to Dr Malik for taking time out of
his very busy schedule to attend the Centre and Dr Malik is well known to KMSTC as he
look forward to hearing about what’s new in the hosted an exceptionally successful Golf Day
for our charity in 2017 whilst Captain of Royal
world of MS treatments.
St George’s Golf Club in Sandwich raising an
incredible £42,978.90.
Dr Malik attended King’s College Medical
School, London, gaining five distinctions. He
Places for Dr Malik’s presentation are free
obtained his PhD from Cambridge University.
with spaces limited, therefore booking is
essential by calling the Centre on
01227 470 876.

There are thought to be
approximately 140,000 people
living in the UK with MS. Of this
number, it is estimated that more
than 3,500 people are living with
MS across Kent and Medway, with
185 people per year in Kent and
Medway being diagnosed with
MS (approximately
15 per month).
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Living with MS?
Don’t allow financial hardship to
exclude you from therapies
It’s no secret that an MS diagnosis
is life changing in many ways – from
the relief of knowing why things are
happening, to the understandable concerns
about the emotional, physical and financial
impact that MS will have on you and
your family.
Furthermore, many of our members have
experienced significant reductions to their
benefits since the changes implemented in
2010 by the Government. Indeed, Professor
Philip Alston, the UN’s special rapporteur
on extreme poverty and human rights, said
in his final report on the UK that disabled
people were “some of the hardest hit by
austerity measures”.
For many, this has translated into having to
very carefully consider their spending priorities
and make cut-backs in order to keep on top of
everyday bills and expenses.
For KMSTC Member, Jill Tompkins, the move
from Disability Living Allowance (DLA) to
Personal Independence Payments (PIP) has
16

resulted in a reduction
of around £100 per
month in her benefits.
“This isn’t a small
sum of money to me,”
commented Jill, “I wasn’t
sure how I could continue
to have Oxygen Therapy and
the other therapies that help
me to manage my symptoms without it having
an undue impact on my husband David and
the family finances. It just felt like too much
to ask.”
Jill has been living with MS for 15 years and
had to leave her post as a Conferences and
Banqueting Manager soon after diagnosis when
her symptoms became too challenging. “It can
feel humiliating, facing financial hardship,
especially if you’ve previously enjoyed a
reasonable salary in a professional role,”
explained Jill, “I felt like it was just another
“MS slap in the face.” After my diagnosis I had
an 18-month period of relapse after relapse.
It was exhausting and utterly demoralising
and made the financial impact all the harder
to bear.”
I shared my worries with Karen
“With the recent cuts to my benefits, I was
beginning to feel anxious about paying for
therapies at the Centre. I was considering

cutting back and even stopping some of them.
But then I shared my worries with Karen
Middlemiss and she reminded me that, as an
MS Member, the payments I make for therapies
are entirely voluntary. Karen reassured me
that even if I felt I couldn’t cover the costs it
shouldn’t stop me taking advantage of the
therapies offered at the Centre.”
“There are other ways I can make a
contribution to the Centre,” says Jill,
“I volunteer on Reception regularly and I try
to get along to support fundraising events
whenever possible. From baking a cake for the
Coffee Mornings to selling raffle tickets, I try to
do my bit to help the Centre team. For my last
birthday, I asked my family to buy me therapy
gift vouchers instead of buying me more ‘stuff’.
This has worked really well.”
Don’t be a stranger!
Karen Middlemiss, Member Support Manager
aid “we are very keen for all MS Members to
make regular use of the Centre, Our Reception
Team are completely aware that it can be
financially tough for our Members. They will
never push for payment or query your reasons.
If you have any worries, please speak to me,
Keziah or Alice on Reception in complete
confidence. Don’t let finances stop you from
making the most of the Centre.”

We are excited to tell our members that
since qualifying in sound healing, therapist
Deborah Noakes is now providing this
wonderful therapy at the Centre!
Sound healing is comparable to meditation
and mindfulness but with no effort on behalf
of the participant.
Clients participate by ‘lying down and listening’
in a warm, comfortable space to the beautiful
sounds and vibrations from the crystal bowls
and Himalayan singing bowls.
The therapeutic sounds are known to help
the nervous system, slowing the brain and
respiratory rates to induce a state of relaxation.

Sound
Healing with
Crystal and
Himalayan
Singing Bowls
Sessions with
Deborah can be
booked by calling
Reception on
01227 470 8976
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Our warmest thanks go to the following trusts and foundations for their
recent awards towards our work:

The Roger De
Haan Charitable
Trust awarded us
£5,000 towards
oxygen therapy.

We received £2,500 from Souter
Charitable Trust and £3,000
from R G Hills Charitable Trust
towards our physio and
hydrotherapy services.

And for the science bit… Research has
found that sound penetrates into our very
cells and rebalances them through oscillation
and resonance. Singing Bowls connect and
stimulate the alpha and theta brainwave
frequencies resulting in a deep sense of
relaxation and calm.

M&G Prudential Community Fund, Sir Jules Thorn
Charitable Trust and Whitehead Monckton Charitable
Foundation awarded us grants of £2,400, £750
and £1,250 respectively towards the costs
of counselling sessions in 2020.

It can help with many of the symptoms of MS
such as: stress, anxiety, poor coordination,
fatigue and pain. It can also help boost the
immune system, reduce depression and
improve sleep. It can also give a wonderful
overall sense of peace and calm.

We received £500 from
The Cleary Foundation
and £250 from Sir Charles
Jessel Charitable Trust
towards our running costs.

The purchase of the hoist
and slings was supported
by charitable donations
from Pfizer R&D UK
Ltd and the Beerling
Foundation.
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Relaunch of the Unity Lottery for KMSTC
Support the Kent MS Therapy Centre by signing up to our Lottery!
Are you ready to do something amazing?
With Unity Lottery, every week you have the chance of winning the £25,000 Unity
Jackpot whilst raising money for the Centre.
Match all six numbers to win the top prize but with Unity you can also win many other
fantastic cash prizes with smaller number matches.
The draw takes place every Friday and each entry costs just £1. For every £1 entry – at
least 50p comes directly to KMSTC as profit!
To find out more about how it works, visit: https://kentmstc.org.uk/kmstc-lottery
Or if you’d prefer to go straight to the online direct debit sign-up page, visit:
 unity.charitypayments.co.uk/play?charity=335
The Fundraising Team will be holding Sign Up Sessions at the Centre over the next few
weeks. Keep an eye out on Social Media for dates and times of the sessions.

Why should I
sign up?
• Unity offers the best
odds of any platform of
its kind.
• Because it’s a number
match game, the odds
are fixed.
• This means that every
KMSTC Lottery player’s
number selection has
an equal chance of
winning a prize.
• Plus the more people
who play, the more
money the Centre
receives.
18

Grocery donations needed for our kitchen
Photo by Artem Beliaikin from Pexels

We are always on the look-out for weekly donations to stock up our supplies for the
kitchen. Things we regularly need include coffee, tea, crisps, biscuits fruit and sugar.
So, when you’re out and about doing your weekly shop, we would love it if you could
consider purchasing an item for KMSTC and then donating it to us. This means our
members, who enjoy the social area alongside their families and carers, can help
themselves to refreshments for a donation. All donations, however big or small, can be
popped into the donations collection tin located on the kitchen counter. Thank you!

Vote for KMSTC in Asda’s
Green Token Scheme
It became apparent last year that
funds raised at supermarket
collections were declining as many
people don’t carry cash when out
shopping. Therefore we have
purchased Cashless Collection Boxes
and shall be trialling them in March
at a Canterbury town centre street
collection. These Cashless Collection
Boxes can also be used at other
KMSTC events and means people
can make payments instantly using
credit/debit cards, Apple Pay or
Google Pay via their mobile phones.
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We are delighted to have been chosen as
one of three charities for Asda Folkestone’s
Green Token Scheme.
The charity with the most green tokens by the
end of March will scoop £500 and the runners
up will receive £200 each.
All you need to do to help us out, is pop to
Asda Folkestone (located in Bouverie Place
Shopping Centre), do your shop, collect a token
at the till and put it in the blue box dedicated
to our charity.
Wish us luck with our Green Tokens and
a big thank you to Asda Folkestone!

Summer Fayre

Golf Day

Centre car park repairs
undertaken
A huge thank you goes out to Walker
Construction in Ashford who recently
completed re-surfacing works on our car
park and will be returning to re-paint all
the white lines for us.
Chairman Steve Walker agreed to carry
out the works at cost for us after he visited
the Centre last year and saw first-hand the
wonderful services delivered for people with
MS. At the same time, he presented us with
a cheque for £1,000 to cover the cost of 25
hydrotherapy sessions which came from
The Walker Construction Trust.

Glitter Run

Sunday 11 October

Friday 3 July
Photo by Keith Lang from Pexels

Saturday 20 June

Christmas Market

Saturday 21 November

Music Shack Festival
Sunday 2 August

for key KMSTC events
This year there are six
diverse fundraising
events that the
Fundraising Team need
volunteers for.

Christmas Ball
Saturday 5 Dec

We require a whole range of helpers at each of these
events, from registering runners, to running games stalls,
to checking entry tickets to serving refreshments and a lot
more besides. There is a volunteer role for all abilities at our
Fundraising Events. You just need to be aged 16 plus to apply.
To find out how you can help, contact Vicky or Sarah
in the Fundraising Office on 01227 200792 or
email vwilsher@kentmstc.org or sbosley@kentmstc.org
You can sign up and buy tickets for
many of our Fundraising events online,
as well as in person at the Centre?
All events can be found at :
 kentmstc.org.uk/events/category/fundraising-events
20

Father and son take on
London running challenge
for MS charity
This summer a father and son duo
are taking to the streets of London to
participate in the Vitality London 10,000
for the Kent MS Therapy Centre.

Take on the epic Prudential
RideLondon-Surrey 100!

Ryan Harris, who is Area Membership
Executive for the Kent Invicta Chamber of
Commerce who lives in Ashford, together with
his dad Andrew Harris, a retired firefighter
who resides in Willesborough, decided to
take on the challenge for KMSTC because
family members had been affected by Multiple
Sclerosis (MS).

Follow the path of Olympic cyclists
and take part in the Prudential
RideLondon-Surrey 100!
The Prudential RideLondon-Surrey 100
starts in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park and finishes at The Mall in central
London. It follows a 100-mile route on
closed roads through the capital and into
Surrey’s stunning countryside. With leg-testing
climbs and a famous Olympic route, it’s a truly
spectacular event for all involved.
The challenge will take place on Sunday
16 August.
Everyone taking part for KMSTC is required
to raise a minimum of £500 in sponsorship
for our charity.
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More information can be found here:
https://kentmstc.org.uk/event/prudentialridelondon-surrey-100/
If you’d like to take part for the Kent MS
Therapy Centre please contact Moira at
mmitchell@kentmstc.org or call
01227 200793.

Ryan explains: “With the new year, I had made
the decision to be more active and improve my
fitness. Moira emailed me with an opportunity
to run for KMSTC and I thought it would be
the perfect opportunity to keep me on track
of my new year’s resolution and also a great
opportunity to raise money for a charity that is
close to me and my family”.
The Kent MS Therapy Centre based in
Canterbury, provides vital services for people

More details about the
event can be found here:
https://kentmstc.org.uk/
event/vitality-london-10000

living with MS from across the county.
The Centre is open six days a week and
therapies delivered include Hydrotherapy,
Physiotherapy, High Dose Oxygen Therapy,
Gym and Group Exercise.

aiming to raise between them which will go
directly towards funding our services.”

Glitter Run tickets released!
Tickets for this year’s Making Glitter Strides
for MS charity run have just gone on sale!
The date of the event is Sunday 11 October and
the 5km route will circuit around the University
of Kent with a number of glitter stations ready
to cover our runners from head to toe in
biodegradable glitter!
The run can be walked, jogged or ran and is
accessible for wheelchair users. The event is
family-friendly and promises to be such fun for
everyone involved.

The Vitality London 10,000 take place on
Monday 25 May 2020 and is a fantastic running
challenge for anyone who is not quite ready
yet to take on a half or full marathon. The
spectacular route takes in some of London’s
best sights starting on The Mall and finishing
opposite Buckingham Palace.

In 2019 a total of 10,557 one-to-one and
group therapy sessions were accessed by
603 individual members, with a combined
attendance of 18,741 – an average of 31
activities per member. It costs over £600,000 to
Along the way runners will see Nelson’s
deliver these services to the MS community.
Column, St Paul’s Cathedral, the Bank of
Head of Fundraising, Moira Mitchell, added:
England, the Old Bailey, Big Ben, the Houses of
“We are delighted that Ryan and his dad are
Parliament, Westminster Abbey and more.
taking this challenge on for our charity. We
don’t receive any money from the Government Anyone interested in registering for this event
can contact Moira on mmitchell@kentmstc.org
or NHS so the £300 in sponsorship they are
or 01227 200793.

Buy your tickets here:
https://buytickets.at/
kentmstherapycentre/334601
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Buy tickets here: https://buytickets.at/
kentmstherapycentre/335789
Teams of four players can register to take part
and the cost per team is £240 (£60 per player)
and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

It’s time to swing into action!
This year’s KMSTC Charity Golf Day will be
held at Broome Park Golf Club on Friday 3
July 2020.
This is your chance to swing into action for
a great cause on this beautiful golf course
designed by Donald Steel which opened in
1981 and overlooks the wonderful Grade 1
listed Jacobean Mansion House.
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Bacon rolls with tea and coffee
Private Bar
18 holes of golf
One-course lunch
Prizes, charity raffle and auction

We have a number of corporate sponsorship
opportunities available too including hole
sponsorship at £75 per hole or £100 for
two holes. To enter your team or to discuss
sponsoring an element of the day, please get
in touch with Moira Mitchell or Sarah Bosley in
the Fundraising Department on 01227 200792.
Alternatively email mmitchell@kentmstc.org or
sbosley@kentmstc.org for more information

Summer Fayre 2020
Have you saved the date in your diary yet? This
years’ summer fayre will take place on Saturday 20
June 2020 from 10am-2pm. There will be a variety
of food, drink and craft stalls for all to enjoy, as well
as a clairvoyant, classic car show and lots of kids’
games and entertainment!

If you’re interested in booking a
stall for this event, please email
Vicky on vwilsher@kentmstc.org
If you would like to be a corporate
sponsor for this event, please email
Sarah on sbosley@kentmstc.org

Stay up-to-date by checking our website and Facebook
pages for information, as new events are added all the time.

https://buytickets.at/kentmstherapycentre/334080

The abseil challenge
being staged by the 1
KM Charity Team,
incorporates a 100ft drop
to challenge participants
to the limit.
This is a fundraising
event – we ask that you
try to raise a minimum of
£75 per abseiler.
Tickets cost £25 p/p.

Monday 25 May 2020
St James’ Park
2
London
The 10 km race starts
on The Mall and finishes
opposite Buckingham
Palace.
Everyone taking part for
KMSTC is required to
raise £150 in
sponsorship for
our charity.
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Sunday 21 March 2020
Thomas Place, Maidstone

4

Saturday 6 June 2020
Olympic Park, London

3

This fun filled charity cycle ride is about
taking on the challenge and seeing the
sights – it’s not a race and it’s not timed.
Participants are required to raise £175
for KMSTC.
Photo by Joshua Newton on Unsplash

Sunday 2 August, 12.00-6.00pm at KMSTC
This is the third year we have hosted the Music Shack Festival to raise
money for the Kent MS Therapy Centre and it promises to be our best
yet! Anyone aged 17 or under must be accompanied to the event by an
adult otherwise they will not be allowed into the festival.

Saturday 31
October 2020
Holiday Inn,
Ashford North
This really is a mind over
matter challenge and
one that you can tick
off your bucket list.
Participants should
aim to raise a minimum
of £100 in sponsorship.
Registration is just £25!

5
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A chance to win
up to £25,000

A chance to win up to
£25,000 and support
KMSTC as you play.

and support KMSTC as youSign
play.up online at:
Sign up online at:

http://kentmstc.org.uk/

http://kentmstc.org.uk/kmstc-lottery/
kmstc-lottery/

Shop online and
help us for free
If you shop online, please think about
making purchases through
www.giveasyoulive.com. It has thousands
of stores, including most of the high street
names. It doesn’t cost you a penny more,
and your chosen charity gets a percentage
of what you spend. So far, £2,810.94 has
been raised for the KMSTC this way and we
have 141 supporters.
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It costs just over £600,000 a year to keep
our Centre running. Every penny counts –
can you help?

Get in touch with KMSTC

How to donate:

Call us: 01227 470876
Email us: info@kentmstc.org

Online: Via our website, click the ‘Donate’ button.
Text donation: To make a text donation to our
charity using your mobile phone, simply text ‘Donate
KENTMSTC’ to 88802 and follow the instructions.

You can also donate in other ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Send us a cheque
Give As You Live
Savoo
AmazonSmile
Join our Lottery
Volunteering
Via Ebay when selling
an item
• Donating goods to our
charity shop
• Leave us a legacy

If you’re a UK tax payer,
make sure to Gift Aid
your donation.
See kentmstc.org.uk/
fundraising/donateto-kmstc for more
information.

Find us at: Bradbury House, Merton Lane North
Canterbury, Kent CT4 7DZ

Kent MS Therapy Centre is open:
Monday to Friday, 8am to 8pm
Saturday, 8am to 1pm.
facebook.com/KentMSTherapyCentre
twitter.com/KentMSTC
www.instagram.com/kentmstherapy
Kent MS Therapy Centre is a registered charity.
Registered charity number: 801382
Registered company number: 2339750
Chair of Trustees: Gavin Davis
Patron: Rob Key
Please add our email addresses to your contact list so
our emails don’t get trapped in your spam filter.
Data protection – Please rest assured that any
contact information we have for you is held in the
strictest confidence. We do not sell or share your
details with anyone.

